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a b s t r a c t

The proposed work aims to solve data sparsity problem in the recommendation system. It handles two-

level pre-processing techniques to reduce the data size at the item level. Additional resources like items

genre, tag, and time are added to learn and analyse the behaviour of the user preferences in-depth. The

advantage of the proposed method is to recommend the item, based on user interest pattern and avoid

recommending the outdated items. User information are grouped based on similar item genre and tag

feature. This effectively handle overlapping conditions that exist on item’s genre, as it has more than

one genre at initial level. Further, based on time, it analyses the user non-static interest. Overall it reduces

the dimensions which is an initial way to prepare data, to analyse hidden pattern. To enhance the perfor-

mance, the proposed method utilized Apache’s spark Mllib FP-Growth and association rule mining

approach in a distributed environment. To reduce the computation cost of constructing tree in FP-

Growth, the candidate data set is stored in matrix form. The experiments were conducted using

MovieLens data set. The observed results shows that the proposed method achieves 4% increase in accu-

racy when compared to earlier methods.

� 2020 The Authors. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an

open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Amplified growth in web technology leads to over loaded infor-

mation. Finding the relevant and refined information from this

overloaded environment is a big challenge for online user. Recom-

mendation systems play a vital role to suggest such information to

the user (Kumar and Thakur, 2018). A wide range of web applica-

tions like online news, e-commerce, online music, Netflix, You-

Tube, Facebook and scientific research, utilize the

recommendation systems for better decision making process. Con-

tent based filtering method and Collaborative filtering method

handle the problems arise in recommendation system (Lu et al.,

2015). Some researcher combine these methods to form a hybrid

filtering method to achieve better recommendations (Manogaran

et al., 2018). The content based method works purely on the basis

of similarity in the features of the items and it requires detailed

information about the items. Based on similarity, it ranks the items

and suggest the topN items to the users (Isinkaye et al., 2015). The

collaborative filtering method works only on star rating, which is

the user preference score. Rating or user preference is a numerical

scale value which is given by the user towards the items that

ranges from 1 to 5. If the user is less satisfied or not interested in

a particular item, then they rate it as ‘‘one”. Similarly if the rating

score with ‘‘five”, then it is an indication that the user is more

interested or satisfied with the item (Bobadilla et al., 2013). The

collaborative filtering method is further classified into memory

based and model based (Bobadilla et al., 2013). Memory based

method is also called as nearest neighbour method. It calculates

similarity distance between the user and the item to provide rec-

ommendation. Model based recommendation system is used

widely in machine learning algorithm and mathematical models.

Due to increase in users and items sparsity in rating matrix, the

collaborative filtering method delivers poor recommendation. To

overcome this problem it is necessary to incorporate other features

to learn implicit user preference. This provides an additional infor-

mation and evidence about the user preference towards the items.

Data mining techniques like clustering, classification and SVD are

predominantly used to solve sparsity issue in recommendation

system. These methods suffer with high computation cost to train

the model for prediction and it delivers less accuracy due to data

sparsity problem. Analysing hidden correlation among the user

interested items helps to understand the user interest behaviour

or pattern. This interest pattern behaviour helps to enhance
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recommendation accuracy. Mining interest pattern in the form of

association rules is a very significant technique in the data mining

domain. It involves, finding frequent item sets and condition rela-

tional rules among the frequent items. These rules helps to dis-

cover hidden pattern which advances the excellence of many

commercial decision making process like market basket analysis,

catalogue design and cross-marketing. This study proposed a novel

approach based on hidden behavioural analysis on user preferred

items and feature associated with user profile to handle the multi

labelled item as well as the items correlations. The hidden beha-

vioural analysis is examined using pattern mining approach. Pat-

tern mining is a basic data mining technique to discover hidden

correlations in the data set and detects the frequent item sets.

The rules provide the if-then pattern among the frequent item

set. The main objective of the proposed work is to handle two-

level pre-processing techniques to reduce the data size at the item

level. To obtain the improved user profile, additional resources like

items genre, tag and time are used to categorize the items for beha-

vioural analysis. At initial level, the items are grouped based on

similar item genre, tag feature and other user information. It effec-

tively handles overlapping conditions that exist on movie’s genre

as it has more than one genre. Based on time, it analyses the recent

user interest as their interest are not static. It reduces the dimen-

sions at item level using the clustering technique which is an initial

way to prepare the data for association rule mining. Based on rules

generated from the association rule mining algorithm, it classifies

and predict user preference for better recommendations

The major contribution of the research study is summarized as

follows.

� The novelty of the proposed research study is to solve data spar-

sity problem in collaborative filtering method. Initially the item

level data reduction is handled with the help of clustering

technique

� User recent preference is calculated with additional features

like time and the items are categorized according to their

interest.

� Parallel and distributed FP-Growth algorithm are used to

enhance the performance of the recommendation system

� Instead of storing transactional database in FP-Growth, the fre-

quent items are stored in the form of matrix, which reduce the

memory consumption while constructing a FP-Tree. It reduce

the number of scans in candidate data sets.

The significance of selecting the market basket analysis is to

discover hidden preference patterns which can be useful in market

basket analysis, decision making system, recommendation system,

medical treatment and more. Adopting this pattern mining

approach in recommendation system can provide specific recom-

mendations or promotions to induce the customer to opt the items.

The pattern mining approach learn and examine most important

hidden association or correlation of items from the transactional

database. From the discovered pattern, the user implicit prefer-

ences are well identified. Association rule mining is similar to item

based recommendation system. When the product or items occur

together or frequently in a basket, the user preference level is high.

Association rule mining predicts the hidden correlation based on

frequently preferred items from the basket of recent interest. Tra-

ditional collaborative filtering method analyse the user preference

based on latent feature of preferred items from the past. Analysing

the hidden pattern that exists in the user preference matrix

enhance the recommendation accuracy. The same pattern is anal-

ysed using association rule mining method.

The remaining paper is organized as Section 2, Section 3, Sec-

tion 4, Section 5 and Section 7.

2. Literature review

Many online applications that includes but not limited to online

business, online news, online Music and health care system, utilize

the recommendation system to personalize the service and pro-

duct, based on user requirements and interest. Increase in users

need and demand for quality products has become a big challenge

for the recommendation system. Series of Algorithms and methods

are being developed by researchers to enhance the efficiency and

to solve the problems in the recommendation system. Analysing

hidden knowledge can be achieved using frequent pattern mining

(FPM), sequential pattern mining (SPM) and high utility item set

mining (HUIM). Frequent pattern mining approach plays a signifi-

cant role in extracting hidden data pattern from the data (Luna

et al., 2019). Advancements in technology gave birth to many algo-

rithms like sequential pattern mining, multi-threaded pattern min-

ing, distributed and parallel pattern mining approach for better

performance.

The study stated that ‘‘Association rules are one of the major

techniques of data mining (Solanki and Patel, 2015). It finds fre-

quent patterns (FP), associations, correlations or informal struc-

tures among sets of items or objects in transactional databases”.

It supports algorithms like Apriori, FP-Tree and Fuzzy FP-Tree.

Recently Apache’s Spark introduced a distributed FP-Growth algo-

rithm for finding frequent item set in the transactional database

(Kumar and Mohbey, xxxx). FP-Growth reduces the numbers scan

in the transactional database when compared to Apriori algorithm.

This algorithm omits the data that are not frequent. Hybrid

approach by combining clustering and association rule mining

techniques to solve the data sparsity problem (Najafabadi et al.,

2017). Based on the user’s profile and item’s profile the dimension

space was reduced at item level. Association rule mining analyse

the interested pattern for user preferences. This method adopts

the secondary data sources like tags to enhance the preference

accuracy level. Association rule mining eliminates the dependen-

cies so that it increase the precision values. The rule generation

is high when it handle large data set and it increase the complexity

of the prediction.

LAC, is a new Java Library for Associative Classification that

includes numerous classification algorithms. It provides the open

source framework to evaluate the classification problem (Padillo

et al., 2020). Patternmining approach that works well in small scale

data for twitter’s hashtag recommendation. It involves two stage

process (Belhadi et al., 2020a). In the first stage, the collected twit-

ter data is organized and transformed into transactional data base

to discover the hidden pattern. In the second stage, most relevant

hashtags are identified and recommended. ‘‘Decomposition Trans-

action for Distributed Pattern Mining (DT-DPM)” is a distributed

pattern mining approach to discover hidden correlation among

the transactional database for big data processing with different

architecture (Belhadi et al., 2020b). This DT-DPM method initially

decompose the transactional data base into different clusters. The

clusters are then evaluated with different architecture like single

CPU, multiple CPUs and MapReduce framework. DT-DPM achieves

better result when compared to Different Pattern Mining

approaches namely FIM, WIM, UIM, HUIM and SPM. A clustering

based pattern mining approach which discovers the correlation

between transactions in transaction database. Highly correlated

transactions are grouped using k-means algorithm. Pattern mining

approach is applied to find relevant hidden patterns (Djenouri et al.,

2019). A hybrid frequent itemset mining (HFIM) using Apriori algo-

rithm is a big data approach which reduces the number of scan in

candidate generation. It achieves good scalability as the data are

stored in Hadoop distributed file system (Sethi and Ramesh,

2017). Adopting association rule mining in recommendation
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system provides more accurate results. In association rule mining

approach the support and confidencemetrics are the two important

factor to affect the accuracy. Its computation cost becomes high

while it generates huge number of rules. ‘‘Multi-objective Particle

Swarm Optimization (MOPSO)” improves the quality of the recom-

mendation system by treating support and confidence as different

objectives (Tyagi and Bharadwaj, 2013). The computation cost is

reduced as its mines only specific items which are associated with

the rules. Finding frequent pattern mining for large data set using

sequential data processing is complex as it requires long execution

time and highmemory consumption. Parallel frequent patternmin-

ing which enhance performance as it distribute the data and pro-

cessing in a multiple systems (Miao et al., 2019). A parallel

improved Apriori algorithm for frequent pattern mining approach

(Yang et al., 2015) which introduce new data structure called

‘‘Key-value” pair which reduce the number of scans in traditional

Apriori algorithm. It occupies less memory, when compared to

transactional database. ‘‘Apriori-Growth” which is an efficient fre-

quent pattern mining approach by combining Apriori algorithm

with FP-tree (Wu et al., 2008). This eventually reduces the compu-

tation cost. MR-Apriori is a map reduce based algorithm which

solves scalability and efficiency of association rule mining. Finding

association rules based onMapReduce framework enhance the effi-

ciency (Lin, 2014).

3. Proposed method

The proposed method identifies the user preferences based on

available data sources such as 1.User profile, 2. Item profile, 3. Tags,

and 4. Rating. It examines the hidden pattern in the user and item

matrix that integrates the user behavior of preferred movie fea-

tures. By adopting association rule mining it reduces the data spar-

sity problem. The proposed method is carried out in three stages,

as shown in Fig. 1. In the initial stage of pre-processing, the incom-

plete data is removed and the items are aggregated to reduce the

dimension of the item space. Defining the number of cluster size

is a challenging task in this stage. The item’s feature associated

with genre helps to categorize the movie. Hence, the presented

method initially considers the number genre as the cluster size

and the same is validated with DB index (Maulik and

Bandyopadhyay, 2002). The second stage is to discover hidden pat-

terns involved in user preference behavior or interested item. Fp-

Growth finds the frequent item set from the transactional database

which are essential to generate frequent item sets that are strongly

correlated to each other. The output of frequent pattern mining is

the input to the association rule mining that build strong if-then

association rule. It predicts the unknown user’s preferences based

on the rule generated by the association rule and analyse the

matching behavior pattern of the users and their watched movies.

To enhance the accuracy, the strongest rules were selected by

applying pruning. The final stage is the recommendation, where

the associative classifier is built with help of training data set.

Antecedent represent the features and consequent represent the

class label. The model is tested with test data and generate topN

recommendations.

3.1. Pre-processing

Pre-processing is the initial stage to organize the data for pre-

diction. Based on movie’s genre, the data is categorized. As each

movie has more than one genre, it leads to overlapping condition.

So it is impossible to categorize the movies into a single genre. For

example, the movie named ‘‘Jumanji” falls into the following genre

as Adventure, Children and Fantasy. So categorizing the movie into

the proper label is a challenge. To handle this overlapping condi-

tion, suggested time-weighted links for community detection,

based on user group. Adopting weight over feature helps to solve

the overlapping condition (Moradi et al., 2016). So the proposed

method adopted nearest neighbour based method. In this method

similar user preferred items are grouped.

3.1.1. Bisecting KMeans clustering

Bisecting KMeans clustering is a scalable type of hierarchical

clustering algorithm.Spark mllib supports this clustering approach

which is used to group the items. The cluster is formed based on

item’s similarity, where it calculates the similarity between item’s

genre, tag and time. The cluster size is an important parameter and

it is leant by experiment and validated with DB index as given in

Fig. 2. The lowest DB index value is the indication of optimal clus-

ter size. From the Fig. 2 the cluster size is fixed as ten. Cluster is

named according to the highest frequency of genre existing within

the cluster. Each cluster is again grouped based on the time feature

that shows the recent interest of the user. User is categorized into

three categories as Recent, Medium and Old based on the time fea-

ture within the cluster. To achieve this categorization the item’s

life span is calculated based on difference between the starting

year and current year. Threshold is fixed based on average of time

difference. If the item’s time differences is less than the average,

then it is classified as ‘‘Old”. If the item’s time is greater than the

average time then is classified as ‘‘Recent”. When the condition is

neutral, the data items is categorized as ‘‘Medium”. User prefer-

ence may change over time and the aggregated items are ranked

depending on the time. ‘‘Recent” preferred product will get a

higher ranking. As rating is represented in the numerical form in

the MovieLens data, it is converted into categorical data. Based

on preference level the item is categorized as ‘‘High”, ‘‘Low” and

‘‘Middle” using Eq. (1). These categorizations helps to enrich the

user profile and reduced item space to enhance the association rule

mining process. The grouping and categorizing data help to sim-

plify the association rule mining process. After pre-processing, an

example of enriched user profile is shown in Table 1.

Preference Level ¼
Rating of item with in the cluster

Maximum rating from a user profile
ð1Þ

3.2. Generate association rule

The next phase after pre-processing is to predict the hidden

preference of the user. There are two stages to find hidden pattern.

1. Finding frequent item set

2. Generate association rule

3.2.1. Frequent item sets

Let I ¼ fI1; I2; I3; . . . Ing be the set of items.

D is the transactional database which is represented as

D ¼ fT1; T2; T3 . . . . . . Tmg ; where T jðj 2 ð1 . . .mÞÞ is a user prefer-

ence (which is same as transaction in market basket analysis)

which includes set of items in I. The support is a measure which

occurrence of pattern P in D. P is a frequent item set if P’s support

count is not less the threshold value of minimum support.

3.2.2. Enhanced FP-Growth algorithm

FP-Growth algorithm is an efficient and scalable method. It

works on the principle of divide and conquer method. It scans

the database twice. The frequent item set are examined and stored

in descending order during the first scan. It construct the FP-tree

for storing data for frequent patterns in the second scan. The pro-

posed enhanced FP-Growth algorithm converts the frequent item
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sets into matrix form. For example consider the following transac-

tion Table 2.

3.2.3. Frequent itemset

Frequent pattern mining scans the entire data to find the fre-

quent item sets which satisfies the minimum support count

threshold. Choosing optimal threshold value enhance the accuracy

of the association rules which is explained in Section 4.2. The

enhanced FP-Growth method is explained with the help of small

transaction Table 2. In the database there are collection of transac-

tions which is represented as the T id ¼ ft1; t2; . . . t5g where T id is

the transaction identifier. The minimum support count threshold

is fixed as 3 for this example dataset. The frequent item sets are

Fig. 1. Proposed Architecture.

Fig. 2. DB Index.

Table 1

Generated User Profile(After Pre-Processing).

User Items Ratings Group Preference Level Ratings to Categorical data

1 100 3 Adventure/Recent 0.6 Middle

1 108 5 Romance/Medium 1 High

1 120 5 Fantasy/Old 1 High

2 160 3 Children/Recent 1 Middle

2 1901 1 Animation/Old 0.33 Low

Table 2

Sample dataset.

Tid Original Item sets

T1 bread, butter, jam,biscuits, beer, donuts,Sauce, milk

T2 butter, eggs, jam, bread, soda, sauce, oil

T3 Eggs, bread, diaper, coke,oil

T4 eggs, jam, cookies, soap, milk

T5 butter, bread, jam, donuts, sauce, nuts
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arranged in descending order with their support count. Hence, the

frequent item sets are stored in a list called Frequent_list =

[(bread:4), (jam:4), (butter:3), (eggs:3), (sauce:3), (milk:3)].

The list consists of item and its support count. The data set is

updated based on Frequent_list. Hence other items that do not sat-

isfy the support count threshold are removed from the data. To

enhance the efficiency of the proposed method, the updated data

set is converted in the form of matrix. The data set in the above

Table 3 contains fives transactions and the Frequent_list contains

six elements. Hence the matrix is constructed with 5� 6 dimen-

sions and represented as M. Initially the null matrix M with q� r

is created. Where ‘q’ is denoted as number of transactions and ‘r’

is represented as number of items in the Frequent_list. The matrix

M get entries from Frequent_list. The proposed method converts

the database into matrix form instead of updating the transactional

database. For example transaction T1 is converted in matrix form

as it compares the items in the Frequent_list. From the Fre-

quent_list, each item is compared with transaction table, if the

entry is present in the list then the corresponding row and column

is filled with ‘1’ otherwise it is represented as ‘0’. The same can be

repeated for all the transaction in the database D. The matrix form

in Table 3 reduces the memory utilization.

3.2.4. Advantage of Fp_tree

Once the frequent pattern set created from transaction database

D is huge, whereas its need to access the patterns regularly, it is pos-

sible to compress the sets into smaller one. To get frequent pattern

easily, some patterns are reduce to enhance the performance. Given

a set of frequent patterns FP ¼ ffp1 : s1; fp2 : s2; . . . :fpn : sngwhere fpi

is a frequent pattern and si is support count. If there are two frequent

patterns fpm : sm and fpn : sn where sm ¼ sn and fpm 2 fpn thenpattern

fpm canbe remove. Theeliminationcanbeappliedonly if the two fre-

quent patterns are same and its support count are same. The elimi-

nation canalsobe applied if support count are sameand the frequent

item set is the subset of another frequent item set which has higher

confidence. From Table 2 the frequent patterns {(‘bread’:3), (jam:3),

(bread jam butter:3), (bread butter:3)} is generated. The frequent

pattern ðbread; butterÞ is removed from the data set, since the pat-

tern ‘bread butter’ is the subset of (bread jam butter) with support

count 3.

3.2.5. Construct FP-tree

Once the frequent items are converted and compressed the fre-

quent pattern, the next step is to build FP-Tree. The entries in qth

row and rth column of matrix M is Mqr . In the particular position

the value is 1 which represents the qth transactions in transaction

database and rth column in the Frequent_list. Matrix entries which

has zero is not considered for constructing the tree. Once the

matrix is constructed, the initial transaction database is not

required for further processing. Hence it is erased from the mem-

ory which reduce the storage consumption level. The sample

reduced constructed FP-Tree is depicted in Fig. 3. To simplify the

tree traversal, an element in the header table is constructed. Items

are subjected to its existence in the tree through a head of node

link. Item in the same link is represented as node link in the tree.

The conditional pattern base of the item is constructed with refer-

ence to these network paths. This process continues for entire data

sets. Finally all frequent item sets are examined. Once the items are

identified it is again decoded with corresponding entries with

Frequent_list.

3.2.6. Apache’s spark FP-Growth

Parallel enhanced FP-Growth helps to build FP-tree in a dis-

tributed machines using Apache’s spark. Each node constructs

the FP-tree individually and the final is merged to get global fre-

quent itemsets. Based on the constructed conditional pattern tree

the association rules are generated. FP-tree consists of a root node

represented as null. A collection of item prefix sub tree is the chil-

dren of the root, and a header table as represented as frequent-

item. The prefix sub-tree contains three parts namely item-name,

count and node-link. Item name represent the name of the item

of the node. Count is represented as number of transaction in the

path and node-link represent the next node link of a FP-tree. It

has solid line from parent node to child node which represent

the relationship between them. FP-Growth begins to mine the

FP-tree on each item whose support count is greater than or equal

to threshold to build the condition FP-tree as shown in Fig. 3.

Though spark can process data in cache memory it improves the

performance over MapReduce. It provides scalable and efficient

data structure like RDD which describes an immutable group of

elements operated parallel. Storing RDD in cache memory increase

the performance of the system.These association rules helps to dis-

cover hidden pattern. Sample rules is given in Fig. 4. Large scale

data problem is solved using Map-Reduce framework. But it

requires lot of I/O for every operations. So it increase the computa-

tion cost to access data on every node.

3.3. Associative classification

Associative classification utilizes the association rule mining

method which discover rules by examining highly useful rules that

can simplify the training dataset. When compared to other classi-

fication technique the associative classification provides better

results. To build the model for prediction association rule mining

and classification modules are used.

3.4. Recommendation using association rule mining

Predicting user unknown preference are carried out in three

process namely Rule discovery, Choosing strong rule and

Classification.

3.4.1. Rule discovery

Based on association rules the rules are discovered form the

training data set. These associative rules are called class associative

rules.

3.4.2. Choosing strongest rule

The strongest rules were selected based on support and confi-

dence of the rules which gives the accuracy of the classifier. The

rules which do not satisfy the support threshold is eliminated

and not consider for the classification.

3.4.3. Classification

The data is divided into training and test data. Association rules

are generated from the training data. The rules are arranged in

descending order based on confidence value. The strongest rules

are selected from these training data for classification. In the pre-

diction process, the test data is organized with highest confidence

of the itemsets. These itemsets that are present in the test data

where chosen for classification. Based on class label the prediction

accuracy is calculated.

4. Experimental analysis

The famous benchmark dataset is used for experimental analy-

sis from MovieLens 10 M1 project.

1 www.grouplens.org.
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4.1. Data set

The description of Movielens10M data set is furnished here. The

study on data set shows that there are 15,220 unique tags. One tag

is being used by a minimum of 4000 users. Each user rates approx-

imately 142 movies with 10 unique tags. As a whole the dataset

consists of 10 million ratings, 100,000 tag applied to 10,000 movies

by 72,000 users.

4.2. Learning parameter

Support count and confidence are the important parameters to

define the accuracy of the association rule mining approach. Based

on the confidence, the strongest rules are selected from the gener-

ated list. When the support of the rule is very low its rule genera-

tion is high and vice versa. Choosing optimum value helps to find

most frequent item set in the large data set. Various values were

given to test the accuracy of the results and rule generation as

illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. Based on several trails the parameter

was fixed as 0.8 and 0.7. Optimal support count eliminates the

repeated rules and unnecessary rules. Optimal confidence value

enhance the accuracy of the proposed method.

Precision ¼
Number of recommended item that are relevant

Number of recommended item
ð2Þ

Recall ¼
Number of recommended item that are relevant

Total number of relevant item
ð3Þ

F � score ¼
2� Precision� Recall

Precisionþ Recall
ð4Þ

Table 3

Matrix Form.

Frequent_list

TiD 1 1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0 1

1 1 1 0 1 1

Fig. 3. FP-Tree Construction.

Fig. 4. Generated rules.
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SparsityLevel ¼ 1�
Number of ratings

Number of users� Number of items
ð5Þ

4.3. Evaluation metric

The main objective of the association rule mining is to extract

the frequent item set from the transactional database. In some

cases significant item set with low support are removed from this

method. Support and Confidence metric were used in association

rule mining. But to evaluate the performance of the proposed

method, other metric such as precision, recall and f-score were

taken into account. The data is split into training (80%) and testing

(20%). The proposed method was trained with 80% training data set

and generate the rules for training data set. The model was tested

with testing data and generate the rules. Now it is necessary to

compare the rules generated from testing and training. The preci-

sion and recall metric score were used to determine whether the

items are related or unrelated (Lu et al., 2015). On the other hand

it determines either suggested or not suggested (Yang et al., 2014).

These scores are calculated using Eqs. (2) and (3). The precision

score states how effective the method correctly selected the item

for a recommendation, and the recall value states how many of

those items are relevant. Both these metrics are inversely propor-

tion to derive the optimal one (Bobadilla et al., 2013), F-score is

suggested to solve the trade-off between these values. So f-score

gives the average of precision and recall value as given in Eq. (4).

The greater value of these metrics gives a greater accuracy level.

The evaluation metric such as Support, Confidence and Lift are

used to evaluate the association rule. But to compare with other

traditional method the Precision, Recall and F-Score is calculated.

The data sparsity level is calculated using the Eq. (5) and it is

shown with the help of heat map in the Fig. 7 (Huang et al.,

2016). The sparsity level ranges from 0–100% is taken into consid-

eration for experimental purpose.

5. Result and discussion

The results obtained from the proposed method shows higher

accuracy when compared to basic Collaborative Filtering (CF)

method as shown in Fig. 8. An increase in the sparsity level

decreases the performance of basic CF method. From the observa-

tions it is revealed that poor neighbourhood formation leads to

poor recommendations. Hence the basic CF method suffers from

sparsity problems. The proposed technique solves the data sparsity

issue. Inaccurate neighbour selection in MovieLens data set brings

unfruitful recommendations as prediction of preferences produces

inaccurate results. From the Table 4 it is very clear that the pro-

posed method has shown higher performance at various levels of

sparsity. Moreover, while applying association rule mining to anal-

yse the user movie watching pattern which depends on the genre

Fig. 5. Selecting support count.

Fig. 6. Selecting confidence.
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pattern, tag data that user has posted towards the item, and the

recent user interest based on time. It not only predicts the prefer-

ence score but it also analyse the user behavior. To analyse the

popularity and pattern of movies that the user show their interest

and to assess the hidden pattern from the user and an item rating

matrix, the data is treated as equal. So the researcher consider

using association rule mining as the best choice, when compare

to other traditional methods. The association rule mining helps

to discover set of items that occur together frequently in a user

and item matrix. Its main objective is to identify group of items

that are highly correlated with each other, or with respect to cer-

tain target variable. It works like a feature selection method.

5.1. Experiment 1 (Execution time)

Fig. 9(a) illustrates the comparison of the proposed FP-Growth

with sequential FP-Growth and Apriori algorithm. The perfor-

mance of the proposed method is tested with traditional Apriori

algorithm with different support count which ranges from 0. 6%

to 1%. It is noted that FP-Growth performs well when compared

to other methods. When the support count is low, the methods

yields more number of frequent items set and association rules.

The Apriori algorithm generates huge number of candidate item

sets. Hence, searching the pattern through huge candidates set

becomes very expensive. The proposed methods required less time

Fig. 7. Data Sparsity Level.

Fig. 8. Comparison with basic CF method.

Table 4

Comparison of Existing Methods.

Different Models Different Sparsity Levels(%)

Metrics 0–20 20–40 40–60 60–80 80–100

PCA + KMeans (Wang et al., 2014) Precision 0.7525 0.7525 0.7422 0.7022 0.6556

Recall 0.7622 0.7622 0.7534 0.7089 0.7001

F-Score 0.7573 0.7573 0.7478 0.7055 0.6771

TriFac (Bao et al., 2012) Precision 0.7214 0.7189 0.6978 0.6578 0.6078

Recall 0.7123 0.7033 0.6933 0.6733 0.6833

F-Score 0.7168 0.7110 0.6955 0.6655 0.6433

Proposed method Precision 0.8177 0.8177 0.8077 0.7887 0.7787

Recall 0.8089 0.8089 0.7989 0.7702 0.7602

F-Score 0.8099 0.8099 0.8032 0.7793 0.7693
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when compared to other methods and achieves better

performance.

5.2. Experiment 2 (Different data structure)

The efficiency of the association rule mining is tested with var-

ious data structures namely partition based, hash based and trans-

action based methods (Han et al., 2011). For experimental purpose,

partition based and hash based methods were used for analysis. In

Hash based method, hashing the itemset into corresponding buck-

ets reduce the size of the candidate itemset generation (Park et al.,

1995). Apriori with hashing is an additional technique which

enhance the performance of Apriori algorithm. Partition based

method permits parallel processing (Chung and Luo, 2008). It

decrease the computation cost and enhance the performance of

the association rule mining process. Apriori algorithm is an exam-

ple of transaction based method. The tests were conducted based

on various support count measures and the execution time for each

Fig. 9. (a) Execution time (b) Data structures (c) Memory utilization.

Fig. 10. (a1) Execution time (b1) Data structures (c1) Memory utilization.
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algorithm was observed. The aggregated results illustrated in Fig. 9

(b) discloses that the proposed FP-Growth achieves better results

than Apriori with hashing and Apriori with partition based meth-

ods. Further the test was conducted to observe number of frequent

items generated with respect to different support count. After first

scan, the number of frequent item sets are observed with execu-

tion time and memory utilization. The basic Apriori based methods

generate huge candidate sets. In hashing technique, repeated can-

didate item set generation is reduced to reasonable number. Hash-

ing based method works well for small data sets, but become

complex when it handles very large data sets. However the overall

performance of proposed FP-Growth is high. The memory con-

sumption for different data structures are illustrated in Fig. 9(c)

reveals that proposed FP-Growth requires less time when com-

pared to other methods.

5.3. Time complexity analysis

Let as assume that the transaction contains n items. It requires

n � k times for arranging items. The searching time is k and com-

paring time is k� k, then the complexity time is

Oððnþ kÞ � kÞ ¼ Oðk
2
Þ. For apriori algorithm the time complexity

is calculated as Oð2iÞwhere i is referred as number of distinct items

in transaction database.

6. Comparative analysis with existing method

Two methods were taken from the literature survey to evaluate

the proposed methods.The results obtained from the experiment

show that the presented method increases the recommendation

accuracy in terms of precision, recall, and F-score is illustrated in

Fig. 10(a), (b) and (c) respectively. The proposed method is com-

pared with other CF based methods. Existing study on PCA + K

means method solves the data sparsity issue using dimensionality

reduction techniques such as PCA and predict the unknown prefer-

ence using KMeans clustering methods (Wang et al., 2014). Using

this method, it suffers with some information loss and it requires

high computation cost when it handle large data. But the proposed

method solves data sparsity problem by applying two-level clus-

tering techniques. It predicts the user unknown preference by ana-

lysing the hidden pattern using association rules. The TriFac (Bao

et al., 2012) model works under the principle of Probabilistic

matrix factorization method and finds the latent features emphasis

association among the user, item, rating, and tag. This method

failed to handle overlapping condition where more than two tags

were associated with an item. But the proposed method effective

handles both overlapping condition and more than one tag associ-

ated with items. It increase the precision value 5% when compared

to other methods. Recall values denote number of recommended

items that are relevant. It shows that it enhances the recommenda-

tion accuracy. From the results observed, the experiment indicates

that it works well at various data sparsity levels. Fig. 10(c) shows

the results obtained from F-Score which is the average of precision

and recall value listed in Table 4. The results show that the user

preference is not only based on the rating score but also it is nec-

essary to deeply analyze the hidden pattern knowledge. Hence the

analyzing behavior of the user preferences enhances the recom-

mendation accuracy.

7. Conclusion

Applying association rule helps to analyse the user interest, hid-

den pattern and correlations among preferred items.The method is

tested with MovieLens Data Set which is a bench mark data set.

Proposed pattern mining approach reduce the execution time by

parallel processing and computation cost by storing frequent items

in matrix form. Different sparsity levels were considered for exper-

imental purpose and the results obtained from the experiments

show that the proposed method outperforms various data sparsity

level and generate recommendations even with high sparse data.

Test results were compared with other CF based methods. The

results obtained from experiment illustrate that the method

achieves on average of 5% higher precision value, 3% higher recall

value, and F-score on an average of 4% higher when compared to

traditional CF method. The significant benefits of the presented

method is to enrich the user profile by grouping items features

such as items tag information, items category and the novelty of

the object based on time. Further the method acquires hidden

knowledge from the item preference to predict the unknown pref-

erences. The advantage of proposed method analyse most fre-

quently occurring items that reveals hidden correlation,

association and pattern behind the preferred items. Instead of rec-

ommending popular items, the proposed method analyse users

hidden interest and recommend item based on the users previous

interest pattern. As the interest of users are dynamic, the proposed

method analyse and rank the interest based on recent preference

and will not recommend the outdated items. Results observed

from the experiment shows that 83% of users likes ‘‘Drama” Movies

with two or more genre like Animation, Adventure and Children.
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